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Attleboro High
School was one of 14 schools
who hosted the preliminaries of
the 78th annual Massachusetts
High School Drama Festival.
On February 28, seven schools
performed plays in hopes of
being the three to move on to
the semifinals.

Each school was given
a room in A Building that was
decorated in their school’s
colors. There were two AHS
hosts for every visiting school
who made sure everything ran
smoothly for their assigned
drama group.

The day started at 8:30
a.m. when school groups began
to arrive and were taken to their
designated area. At 10 a.m. the
first school took the stage.

Polaroid Stories was
performed by Nauset Regional
High School. The play was
about homeless teenagers living
on the streets of New York City.
The stories of these teenagers
mirrored the myths of Ovid’s
Metamorphoses.

The play drew a
standing ovation and won many
“All Star” awards. The actors
portrayed the characters
effortlessly and made the
audience feel as if they knew the
characters.

Ludlow High School
performed Women and Wallace.
It followed the story of a boy
whose mother commits suicide.
The actress who played the
mother displayed the ability to
remain completely ghost-like
for the whole play, which was
extremely impressive.

Dragon of the Winds,
a Japanese folk tale, was
performed by the AHS drama
club. The costumes and set
allowed the audience to feel as
if they, too, were a part of this
Japanese village.

The pond and fog
machine added to the scenery.
The troubled character of Uji,
played by Doug Swenson (12),

as well as the obnoxious
Hanazo, played by Jeremy
Fodaski (10), drew much
laughter.

Fodaski said, “I was so
excited and astonished at the
energy of festival last year, but
this year it just blew me away.
Not only was it a great day to
spend with my friends at AHS,
but I got to meet so many cool
people from other schools
around the state. Festival is a
great experience for anyone
who loves theater and who
wants to meet new people or
just have a great time.”

Martha’s Vineyard
Regional High School
presented Letters, an original
play about the lives of
American soldiers written by
the drama club’s director, Ms.
Kate Murray. The constantly
changing time and place made
this play very entertaining.

The Diary of Anne
Frank, performed by
Shrewsbury High School, was
very emotional and left the
audience teary-eyed. When the
Nazis stormed the stage and
pulled the family off the stage
and through the auditorium
doors, the audience was silent,
but there were faint sounds of
crying.

Taunton High School
presented Growing Up, which
followed different stages of life.
The audience laughed and cried
as the characters acted out both
the ups (marriage) and downs
(death) of life.

Drive-In was
performed by the Falcon
Players of Minnechaug
Regional High School.  This
play was the story of three cars
at a drive-in. In one car were
two girls, one of which is in a
fight with her boyfriend. Her
boyfriend is unknowingly in the
next car over.

The girl and her
boyfriend argue in the middle
of the drive-in in front of two
people on their first date. Flying
popcorn and arguing took place
between the two groups. This
comedy lightened the mood.

After a full eight hours
of acting, the schools were
invited to a “shindig” with pizza
and ice cream. Both ’80s and
more recent music was blared
in the pit as everyone celebrated
what a wonderful day it had
been.

“The Drama Festival
is one of the best experiences I
have ever had! Having a festival
like this, where about five to

seven schools come here and
demonstrate the talent they
have, is amazing. You get to see
what the different people each
individually bring and you get
to meet them personally.
Everyone is great. By everyone
having a positive attitude about
a certain activity [drama], it lets
everyone click instantly!” said
Jonathan Howard (11), who
hosted Taunton High School at
this year’s festival.

After the dance, all of
the schools piled into the
auditorium for the awards
ceremony.

Each play and actor
was judged by professionals.
Recipients of the All-Star
Theatre Company were
announced and this included
four AHS students. Doug
Swenson (12) won for the role
of Uji, while Jenna Giuffrida
(12), Katy Feist (12), and Liz
Boucher (12) won for backdrop
design.

AHS Drama coach,
Mr. Peter Tarsi, said that his
favorite part of the festival is
“having people from other
schools praise us as hosts. It
really means a lot.”

The three schools that
moved on included Nauset,
Martha’s Vineyard, and
Taunton. Nauset Regional High
School eventually won the state
finals. Congratulations to
everyone who participated in
this year’s drama festival.

Next year, AHS plans
to host the first round again.
Tarsi said, “We have hosted six
out of the past seven years. This
year’s festival, compared to
others, was different because all
of the shows were good. It is
more fun. Last year, there was
a school reading from scripts
still. Also, all of the schools this
year were friendly.”

The Drama Festival is
a wonderful time to hang out
with old friends and meet new
ones.

AHS Hosts Drama Festival
By: Tiffany Berard
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Valedictorian and Salutatorian
By: Ashley Zimmerman

Teresa Pelletier with a
103.7 GPA was named the class
of 2009’s Valedictorian, while
close behind with a 101.7 GPA
was Salutatorian Rachel Cox.

“Rachel and Teresa
are two amazing young women
who are going to go on to do
amazing thing,” said
Superintendant Dr. Pia Durkin.

Pelletier was an active
student at AHS and participated
in countless activities. She has
been the vice president and
secretary of her class council
and a member of the student

council. She is also a member
of the Spanish National Honor
Society, president of the
National Honor Society, a
facilitator of the R.S.V.P.
program, and represented AHS
at Girl’s State in 2008.

A very dedicated track
and cross country athlete, she
was not only the team captain,
but also part of a record-setting
relay team.

Pelletier received
many rewards for her
outstanding academics
including: awards for
achievement in history and
English, the Harvard Book
Award, and the University of
Rochester’s Bausch and Lomb
Honorary Science Award.

She thanked her
family, teachers, coaches,
classmates, and administration.

Pelletier is headed to Barnard
College to study pediatric
medicine.

“What I remember
about Teresa is that she always
had a question. Her most
memorable line was, ‘Wait, I
have a question,’ which
represented her thirst for
knowledge and always wanting
to know how or why; she was
always thinking,” said English
Department Head Mr. Kevin
Gorman.

“It‘s definitely a big
honor. It’s been fun and I have
a lot of fun coming to school
every day. I like going to school
for the sake of learning rather
than grades,” said Pelletier.

Cox was also a part of
student government throughout
her high school experience and
served as vice president her

junior year. She was involved in
a lot of community service and
served as a camp counselor as
well as volunteering at soup
kitchens.

She participated in an
internship at Harvard Medical,
took art classes at the Rhode
Island School of Design, and
also attended Girl’s State in
2008.

“Both young ladies
have very different
personalities. Rachel reminds
me a lot of myself. She is very

 Principal  Newman and
Pelletier

 Superintendent Durkin,
Principal Newman and Cox

Continued  on page 5
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On March 27 the AHS
cheerleading team left
Attleboro, en route to the U.S.
Spirit Nationals Competition in
Orlando, FL. The team
competed in the co-ed division
and took home the
championship for the third year
in a row.

This past year the
team has had a long list of wins,
which has allowed them to
qualify for Nationals. The AHS
co-ed cheerleading team first
began by competing in the
invitational competition. There,
the team competed as a part of
the Old Colony League and
brought home first place.

They moved into the
regionals, held in Taunton,
where the team also received
the first place win.

 States, which took
place at New Bedford Regional
Vocational High School, was
the next competition that
proved to be a significant win
for the cheerleading team. The
team won the first place trophy
for the first time in AHS history.

“States was really
important because it was such
a big win for us. It’s the first
time ever that Attleboro won
states,” said Kayla Perry (11).

After winning, the
team received a bid to nationals
because they earned a minimum
score of 160, which allowed
them to advance in the
competition.

They then took part in
the New Englands, held at the
University of New Hampshire,
where they also took home first
place for the first time.

While in Orlando, the
team competed twice. Their
first routine was performed
Saturday morning where they
were the first to compete.
Sunday night they performed
again, and were the last team to
compete for the night. That
night, the team was informed
they had the best combined
score between their two
performances and therefore
won the national competition
for their division.

“It was so exciting to
find out that we won nationals
again. I was so happy,” said
Kayla Perry (11).

The team was
awarded with a banner and
trophy. “Nationals was a fun
time and a good thing to win,
but the real win was States. I’m
so proud of our team,” said
Annie Jeffrey (12).

When the team
returned home they were
greeted with “Congratulations”
and “Good jobs” from many
classmates and family
members.

“This season was the
most successful season by far!
Going down to nationals I
didn’t have a nervous bone in
my body. The two
performances were amazing.
I’m sad that it’s my last year,
but I’m sure that the 2009-2010
team will make me proud,” said
Tarheya Rogers (12).

On April 8 the team
was rewarded with a luncheon
given by culinary in the
Apprentice Cafe, where they
were praised for their hard work
and dedication over the past
year.

On display during the
luncheon were all the trophies
the team had won this year, with
barely enough room for all of
them on the table.

Superintendant Pia
Durkin, Principal Jeffery
Newman, and Athletic Director
Mark Houle also attended the
event.

 Durkin asked the
team if they would be willing
to attend the next school
committee meeting where they
would be praised for their
success. When the team agreed,
Durkin said, “I am really glad
that you will be appearing at the
school committee meeting. It is
going to be televised and you
are all role models to so many
younger kids in middle school
who will be watching.”

Newman congratulat
ed the team and said, “I can’t
wait to see where you take our
school next year.”

The AHS cheerle
ading team is made up of
seniors: Elizabeth Girczyc,
Christine Giroir, Annie Jeffrey,
Nick Mazurkiewicz, Melissa
Mungo, Tarheya Rogers and
Adrienne Salisbury, juniors:
Tess Aspinwall, Kyle
Gianatasio, Kayla Perry, and
Tim Reading, sophomores:
Olivia Bou, Kellie Fokin,
Jahaira Garro, Christy Ros, and
Jenna Shellard and freshmen:
Emily Case, Devyn Lee, Allie
Brunnelle.

Next year’s captains
will be Kayla Perry, Tess
Aspinwall, Tim Reading, Kyle
Gianatasio, and Jenna Shellard.
The AHS cheerleading team has
once again made AHS proud.

Cheerleaders Take Home Championship
By: Ashley Zimmerman

Champions at the banquet
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About twenty thous
and eggs were scattered in the
Capron Park field of Attleboro
on Sat., Apr. 4. The annual
Easter egg hunt started at 11
a.m. and ended at 12:30 p.m. A
crowd of children up to the age
of ten ran around grabbing as
many eggs as they could.

To make it fair for
everyone, the younger children
were given a head start. Each
egg there contained one piece
of candy or a sticker. If a child
received a sticker in their egg,

there was a table set up where
they could pick a prize.

 Most of the candy
was donated by members of the
Leo Club, teachers and
administration. A dress down
day sponsored by the Leo Club
at Attleboro High helped raise
about $125.

The Greater Attleboro
Leo Club has been sponsoring
this event for 12 years and every
year it has been a huge success.

It took 60 students and five
advisors four nights to fill the
20,000 eggs.

Leo Club advisor Mrs.
Patti Gamboa said, “The Leo
Club members had a great time.
The children had smiles on their
faces. It was a great day.”

One parent said this
was the second year she’d
attended the event and each
time her kids have enjoyed it.

“The turnout was
great, and everyone had fun. So
it was a success,” said Leo Club

President Kristen Mahoney
(12).

Keep an eye out for
next year’s egg hunt: it’s a great
event for children to enjoy

Easter Egg Hunt
By:Nikki Heng
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Children collecting eggs in Capron Park field
themselves and bond with
others.

To join The Leo Club
you can contact Gamboa in
room 125B.

Get ready sophomores,
junior year will be here before
you know it and preparing for the
SAT should be a number one
priority. AHS has been offering
SAT Preparation classes for
several years now.

Although similar
classes are offered outside of
school, such as Kaplan Inc, a test
preparation center, which
charges significant fees, AHS’s
is free. Students also receive five
credits for enrollment in the
class.

This course is meant
for juniors looking to earn a
higher score on the SATs. Mr.
James Clarke and Mr. Derek
Brooks are the teachers of this
SAT prep course.

Brooks teaches
Geometry and Algebra I and is
in his second year teaching SAT
Prep. Clarke, teaches English II,
III, and IV during the fall
semester. This is also his second
year teaching SAT prep.

Clarke and Brooks are
determined AHS students will
succeed. Clark said, “I wouldn’t
rate how important the SATs are,
however, I believe it is a very
important enrichment course for
any college bound student. It is
important for AHS students to
increase SAT scores so that more
of our kids can distinguish
themselves as college ready
students.”

Brooks has a similar
opinion. “We have to cover a lot
of material; there is no room for
fooling around. SAT consists of
too much work and I want all my
students to do an outstanding
job,” he said.

There is a lot of
material to cover in half a
semester class— four units to
accomplish with over seventy
students. It is a difficult task to
know all students and find out

what their weaknesses are.
However, Clarke and Brooks
focus on their students, trying to
become familiar with the work
performed and how well the
student is doing in each class.
Giving your full attention to the
subject, it is easier for the
teachers to help students.

“I never have enough
time to reinforce every skill
each student will need to
achieve perfect or near perfect
scores, so I use the time I have
to teach and reinforce the most
valuable skills that I feel will
help students most,” said
Clarke.

Throughout America,
students must take the SAT.
CollegeBoard.com also has
SAT material available for the
prospective college bound
student, however, taking this
class is an even greater
advantage for AHS students.

“There are some
valuable private SAT
opportunities available for
students such as the Kaplan
course and other private
tutoring companies. However,
by taking SAT Prep at AHS,
students are guaranteed to
receive a broad based, yet
specific and purposeful
curriculum taught by qualified
and respectful teachers,” said
Clarke.

To make the class
interesting, Clarke keeps his
students engaged with his witty
humor. “Even though the class
is serious and at times difficult
I always make an effort to use
some of my own teaching
methods and personality to help
remind students that learning
can be fun and serious at the
same time.”

Brooks, on the other
hand, said, “I try to make things

SAT Prep
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Continued on page 12

By: Farial Aziz

Mr. James Clarke and Mr. Derek Brooks
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Photojournalist Returns from Afghanistan
By: Tiffany Berard and Farial Aziz

Keith Lepor speaks to students
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Keith Lepor, who has
traveled the world as a
photojournalist, recently spoke
to students at AHS. In past
years, he has shown pictures of
his trips to the Democratic
Republic of Congo.

This year, Lepor has
been in Afghanistan, working
as a combat photojournalist,
which is someone who travels
with the military in order to
take pictures and/or write.

Originally a business
consultant, Lepor always had a
love for photography and
writing and wanted to do
something interesting. Never
taking a photography class did
not stop him from obtaining his
dream.

At first, he thought he
wanted to capture images of
wildlife, until he was contacted

by the United Nations, who
asked him to go on a mission to
the Democratic Republic of
Congo.

His latest tour is
thanks to NATO/ISAF
(International Security
Assistance Force), who asked
him to go to the combat zone in
Afghanistan. The main goal and
reason for accepting the task,
Lepor said, was “to see as much
of the country [Afghanistan] as
possible.”

In 1973 Afghanistan
first experimented with
democracy. In 1994 Pakistanis
created a group known as the
Taliban, a strict Islamic group
that eventually took over the
government of Afghanistan by
1996. After the Sept. 11 attacks,
the United States stepped in
with the goal of destroying the

Taliban, who were held
responsible for the attacks.
Eight years later, the US is still
fighting in Afghanistan.

Lepor spoke about
Afghanistan and how the
American troops live. He
opened his presentation with
what he called the “Faces of
Afghanistan” ——– the
children. One picture was of a
young boy who jumped up on a
rock in the middle of a fire
exchange. It was the most heart-
rending picture, and as Lepor
described, “very evocative.”

Dressed in full armor,
Lepor has to carry 80 to 90
pounds of equipment, including
35mm and digital cameras
along with heavy lenses. He
also needs access to a computer
to sort through the thousands of
pictures he has taken, before
uploading his favorites.

For his own safety,
Lepor remains with the
strongest armies, which
included the Americans, French
and British.

In the southern part of
the country, NATO has been
trying to build turbines and
clear the area of all military
opponents, such as the Taliban,
but it is a very dangerous area.
It took a week and a half to clear
out the law abiding citizens and
attack those who remained, in
order to install a turbine to bring
electricity to the war zone
village.

Photojournalism is not
always glamorous. Like the
soldiers, Lepor always has to
remain on alert. During fire

exchanges, he jumps up, snaps
his images, and then quickly
drops back down.

When discussing how
vigilant soldiers have to be,
Lepor really caught the
attention of the audience.
Women and children, though
they may appear innocent, can
actually be deadly. Some
women strap themselves with
hidden explosives and it’s
impossible to detect these
weapons because of the burkhas
they wear.

One story Lepor told
regarded two young brothers
who had an IED or an
improvised explosive device.
Those two young boys could
have killed Lepor and others, if
not for the vigilance of the
soldiers. Lepor said he always
had to ask himself, “Who is
your enemy?”

During one fire
exchange, Lepor was shot by a
sniper in the heart, but luckily
it hit at an angle, smashing the
chest plate and pushing it off to
the side. He was knocked down
and could not breathe.

Two US Marines
risked their own lives pulling
him out of the kill zone and
consequently saved his life. He
recovered quickly and was back
working five minutes later, but
without his chest plate. One of
the men who helped Lepor, a
medic, lost a leg a week later
during another fire exchange.

Lepor said he does not
suffer from PTSD (post
traumatic stress disorder),
however, he does feel the

effects of spending so much
time in a war-torn country.
When he was in Boston during
the Red Sox’s season opener, he
was spooked by a jet fly-over.
“People were staring at me,”
said Lepor when describing
how he ducked and ran for
cover behind a parked car.

Ending his
presentation, the audience
began their questions. When
asked what the difference was
between working in the Congo
and working in Afghanistan,
Lepor joked, “In Afghanistan
[when captured] they cut your
head off. In the Congo, they eat
you.”

In a few weeks, Lepor
will be traveling back to
Afghanistan. He currently has
taken over 150,000 images,
which he hopes to one day
publish in a book.

The audience really
enjoyed his presentation. “The
pictures were really cool and I
cannot believe he took such a
big risk,” said Chris Gabrius
(12).

“I thought it was very
interesting. The way he was
explaining Afghanistan gave
me a lot of visuals of the
country,” said Mahlik Johnson
(10).

The presentation was
eye-opening and entertaining
and Lepor’s love of
photography shined through. As
Lepor said, “Get a camera.”

Juniors and
procrastinating seniors of AHS,
college is coming quicker than
expected and is right around the
corner. It’s now that time of year
where looking at colleges and
starting to prepare for the future
is crucial. Here’s some last
minute advice from the junior
and senior guidance counselors
Mr. Andrew Parrilo, Mr. Bob
Feinberg and Ms. Karen
Kennedy.

In order to be positive
all of the required courses for
college are taken care of, be
sure to refer back to all four
years of high school and double
check the following classes
were taken: four English
classes, three mathematic
classes (Geometry, Algebra 1
and 2), three science classes
(including two lab sciences),
two social studies, at least two
foreign language classes of the
same language and two
electives.

A student’s GPA is
also very important when
enrolling into college. A
minimum GPA of 3.0 is
required, maintaining at least a
B average throughout high
school. It’s important to keep all
grades up every semester, even
for elective classes. Elective
classes are very helpful for
increasing a GPA.

The SAT, SAT II,
TOEFL, and ACT are another

important aspect when
enrolling in college. Be sure to
take both at least two times
each, if not more.

School sports, student
council, clubs and activities are
also a good addition to a college
application.  Volunteering after
school or during the summer
would also help increase
competition when enrolling in
college. All of these things can
help make writing a resume
easier, especially if a student
begins writing all of the
activities they do beforehand. It
is important to be committed to
all of the above for at least three
to four years.

“It also means getting
involved in AHS clubs, sports,
activites and participating in
outside activities such as part-
time jobs, volunteer work and/
or community service,” said
Feinberg.

Not only is a college
resume important for college,
but a college essay and
recommendations are as well. It
is very important when writing
a college essay to have an
English teacher edit it a few
times before submitting it.
Receiving letter of
recommendations from at least
two teachers who know you
very well is important.

“Being college ready
means above all taking the most
challenging courses for yourself

and keeping up your grades all
four years of high school,” said
Kennedy.

Before deciding to go
to a certain college, always visit
the campus first. Maybe attend
an information session or talk
to the admissions counselor.
Also speaking with students
with the same major can be very
helpful. Talk to professors and
coaches to have a better idea of
how things work. Spending a
night in a dorm is another
opportunity offered and
encouraged by most colleges.

 “Take this advice and
start ASAP looking for
colleges. The competition for
college enrollment is tougher
than ever and starting early will
better your chances of getting
into the school you want,” said
Parrillo.

Enrolling for college
is no joke, it’s serious business.

Sat and College
Planning Books

Guidance Counselors’ Advice
By: Katelyn DeLaurier

Katelyn DeLaurier

Prominent musicians
such as Flo Rida and Ryan
Leslie recently stopped by the
Emerald Square Mall in North
Attleboro, Mass. to perform,
sign autographs and take
pictures with fans.

Fans stood in line for
hours trying to take a picture
with Grammy-nominated artist
Flo Rida, who is well known all
over for his chart-topper “Low.”
This single ranked #23 on
Billboard’s All Time Top 100
songs and was named biggest
hit of 2008 by Channel V.

The single sold over
467,000 digital copies in its first
week and went 4x Platinum,
shortly after it was in heavy
rotation at radio stations
worldwide. Flo Rida is back
with a brand new album,
R.O.O.T.S., and his debut single
“Right Round” has sold an
immense amount of digital

copies totaling to 636,000 and
is currently #1 on Billboard’s
Hot 100 and has spent eight
consecutive weeks there.

R&B musician Ryan
Leslie also came to the Emerald
Square Mall to promote his new
album. Leslie’s self-titled debut
album Ryan Leslie was released
on February 10, 2009. Leslie
isn’t new to Mass. as he
attended Harvard University in
Cambridge, Mass when he was
fifteen years old.

“The recent events
we’ve hosted at Emerald
Square have been a great
success! We really enjoy
bringing cutting edge musicians
such as Ryan Leslie and Flo
Rida to the mall and allowing
customers the opportunity to
meet and greet with the artists,”
said Director Of Mall

Continued on page 4

Hip-Hop comes to Emerald Square Mall
By: Christopher Gabrius
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Ducks return to courtyard!

The mother Mallard duck, and her her ducklings ambling
through the courtyard

Marketing at Emerald Square
Mall Holly Carpenter in an e-
mail interview.

Carpenter also noted,
“We have been partnering with
HOT106 for the events and are
currently planning more
appearances. We post all of our
upcoming information on our
website <www.emeraldsquare.
com>, but you can also visit
<www.hot1063.com>.”

“I think it was a great
opportunity for entertainment
for young teens because they
are both top-notch artists, who
we listen to almost everyday
and this, along with the prom
expo, hasn’t happened in any

mall close by,” said AHS Junior,
Farial Aziz (11).

“It was cool that out of
all the places in Mass. they
came to little old Attleboro. It
was a really fun and pumping
experience. I learned a lot about
both superstars and I would
definitely come back to
Emerald Square to do it again,”
said  Stephanie Laurent (10).

Fans from all over
New England came to Emerald
Square to meet these popular
musicians. Thanks to Hip-Hop
radio station Hot 106 and
Emerald Square for
coordinating and sponsoring
these great events.

Hip-Hop comes to Emerald Square Mall continued
  from page 3

Pets have always been
a part of man’s life. Dogs and
cats make up the list of
traditional pets, but recently
there have been more
unconventional pet options.
Where should the line be drawn
between a pet and a danger?

Miniature horses are
examples of now domesticated
animals that have gained in
popularity over the past 50
years. Their disposition is
wonderful and they make great
pets, as long as the owner is
prepared to take care of them.

Recently, MTV
featured an episode of Rob and
Big, in which the two best
friends adopt a miniature horse.
Since then, the popularity of
these mini-sized horses has
increased.

Many people purchase
“minis” because they are small
and cute, but fail to realize the
responsibility at hand. Minis
need much care.

Many people are
unknowing about the
commitment they are taking on.
According to the website for
Libertymere Farm in Exeter,

R.I., purchasing a mini can cost
anywhere from $1,000 to
$20,000.

According to the
American Miniature Horse
Association, food for one
miniature horse costs at least
$300 yearly and veterinary care
will cost at least $500 a year. A
farrier, person who shoes
horses, costs another $130 a
year.

I have been the owner
of a miniature horse since I have
been eleven years old, but I
have also been fortunate
enough to have an uncle who
takes care of him for me when I
am busy.

My uncle is the owner
of two of his own minis and I
know how much work these tiny
animals are. Every day they are
fed a specific amount of food,
brushed, cleaned, and each one
receives personal time to
exercise around the enclosure.
Miniature horses make
excellent pets as long as the
owners are prepared to take on
the responsibility.

“I work with horses all
the time. They are hard work

and need constant attention, but
they make great pets,” said
Renee Charron (11).

Pigs have also
emerged as possible options for
families. Pennywell pigs have
become the new “it” item.

A farm in England that
breeds these teacup pigs cannot
keep up with the demand. Pigs
used to have the connotation of
being smelly and ugly, but these
pigs test that assumption
because they are very tiny and
“cute.” These pigs weigh 250
grams at birth and grow to be
about 15 pounds.

These kinds of pets are
not as popular as dogs or cats,
but they do not pose any serious
threat to the general wellbeing
of others. They generally make
wonderful pets. More “exotic”
options, however, have
emerged.

The kinkajou is a
nocturnal, arboreal,
omnivorous mammal found
from Mexico to South America.
It is related to the raccoon and
has a long prehensile tail, large
eyes, and brown fur. Keeping
kinkajous as pets is an issue
debated by many. The debates
became much louder with the
help of famous heiress Paris
Hilton.

She owned a pet
kinkajou in 2006. While

playing with the baby kinkajou,
she was bit and was sent to the
emergency room where she was
given a tetanus shot. The
kinkajou was taken away from
her on the basis that kinkajous
are illegal in California.

Since Hilton brought
attention to this relatively
unknown species, online
searches for this type of pet
have increased. People fail to
realize these animals are not
domesticated and will bite, even
if it is unintentionally.

While most states,
excluding California and
Massachusetts, have refrained
from passing any overall
restrictions on the legal
ownership of kinkajous, many
are considering a revision to
laws in response to reports of
bites and attacks.

What should the
limitations be for obtaining an
exotic pet? Courtney Bernard
(11) said, “As long as they can
take care of them I don’t see the
problem, as long as they are
legal.”

Taken to the extreme,
there have also been cases of
more dangerous, wild pet
options, ranging from the king
of the jungle to the grizzliest
animal in the forest. A popular
television show on Animal
Planet discussed the Seuss

family of Utah, who are the
proud owners of two grizzly
bears.

There have also been
numerous instances of pet lions,
including Christian the lion,
who was bought in a pet store
in 1969 by John Rendall and
Anthony Bourke. The lion, after
one year with the men, grew too
big and too dangerous. With
just one bite, it would be able
to kill them.

The lion was then
taken to Kenya in 1970 to live
in the wild. In early 1972, the
lion was reunited with the two
men in Kenya. A joyous
exchange of hugs and kisses
occurred between the men and
the five hundred pound lion.

This is only one
unusual story, however, of
many. Animals, such as lions
and bears, cannot live within the
confines of a household. They
need adequate space.

Many fail to realize
the dangers of owning an exotic
pet. Even if they are not openly
aggressive, their natural
tendencies must be
remembered. It is unfair to the
animal in such cases.

If the owner is ill-
prepared and there becomes an
altercation, the animal is put to
sleep. The needs of the animal
must always be remembered.

Exotic animals,
ranging from alligators to
venomous snakes to monkeys,
are illegal to own as pets in
Massachusetts. Some pets,
however, are not as dangerous
as others.

“As long as the person
has the resources and means of
containing the animal, then it is
ok,” said David Stevens (11),
who believed less dangerous,
legal options, should be ok.

Anyone who desires
to have an “unconventional” pet
should look for a more
domesticated option, such as a
pig or a miniature horse.
“Exotic” animals are not meant
to be domesticated and the
effects can be life threatening.

So Unusual
By: Tiffany Berard
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A common experience
associated with turning 16 is
taking the permit test. Birthdays
are filled with cake, ice cream,
birthday cards, balloons and
presents. But a sixteenth
birthday also usually includes a
trip to the Registry of Motor
Vehicles (RMV) to take the
learner’s permit test.

The process of
obtaining a license begins with
a learner’s permit. A Class D
learner’s permit can be acquired
at the minimum age of 16 for
$30.

 This permit allows
one to operate a vehicle with a
licensed driver in the passenger
seat. Permit holders must have
their permit in their possession
when they are operating a
vehicle. A licensed driver has to
be at least 21 years of age, hold
a valid license in his/her home
state, and have at least one year
of driving experience.

The price of one’s
permit is only the beginning of
the long list of expenses that
come alongside becoming a
licensed driver.

With the economy in
such a devastating condition,
families are finding it difficult
to survive on minimal salaries.
Families with teenagers are
facing these additional costs.

As of Sept. 1, 2007,
the requirements of driver’s
education increased
dramatically. Students must
now complete 30 hours of
classroom instruction, 12 hours
of “behind the wheel” training,
and 6 hours of “in car”
experience observing other
student drivers, and 40 hours of
supervised driving with a parent
or guardian. On top of all of the
student’s requirements, parents
are required to attend a two
hour instructional class.

“Driver’s ed is really
expensive, especially the road
lessons. Each hour road lesson
is $50 and since I’m required
to have 12 hours, the cost added
up really quickly,” said David
Stevens (11).

There are a few
driver’s education schools in

the surrounding area to choose
from.

As of July, the
American Automobile
Association (AAA) now offers
a driver training school. The
school is located in South
Attleboro at 405 Washington St.
This program is available to
both members and
nonmembers, however, the fee
differs. A member’s fee is $775
while a nonmember’s fee is
$825. This fee includes the
classroom hours, behind-the-
wheel training, observation
hours, and a parent course.

Driver ’s Choice
Driving School (DCDS) also
offers a driver’s education
program. DCDS has a few
different locations to choose
from. The more popular
location for AHS students is
located in Attleboro at 245 S.
Main St. The neighboring
location is in Mansfield at 86
Copeland Dr.

A new location has
just been opened in Rehoboth
at 231 Winthrop St. Unlike
AAA, DCDS offers each part of
their program separately. The
30 hour classroom education
costs $145 dollars or $199 if
behind-the-wheel training is not
taken at DCDS. Behind-the-
wheel training (road lessons)
are $50 per lesson.

Abdul’s Auto
Academy, which is located in
Attleboro Falls at 115
Commonwealth Ave, is
currently offering an All
Inclusive package deal. This
deal includes the classroom
hours, behind-the-wheel
training, observation, and a
parent class for the price of
$675. Classes can also be taken
separately. The 30 hour
classroom is priced at $150.
Behind-the-wheel training is
priced at $50 per lesson and the
parent class is $35.
Observation, like at DCDS, is
free.

Labonte’s Auto
School, located in North
Attleboro at 65 North
Washington St., offers a similar
program. Each requirement is

offered separately. The 30-hour
classroom education is $169.
Driving lessons and observation
hours are combined to makes 18
hours. These hours are broken
down into nine 2-hour blocks at
$75 each. The required parent
class is $40.

Even though driving
schools offer classes at different
prices, there are some costs that
are the same, no matter which
school one chooses. On top of
the permit fee and driver’s
education fees, one must pay an
additional $20 for a driver’s
education certificate, $20 for
the license test, and another $40
for the actual driver’s license.
Add the total of all of the above
together and the grand total is
astronomical.

Driver’s education is
mandatory in Mass. for anyone
under the age of 18, therefore,
many teenagers end up paying
these ridiculous prices so they
will be able to obtain a license
while still in high school.

Remember, when
starting driver’s education,
scope out all the options and
look for the lowest prices
available. Even though the
prices may not seem that
different, it’s always great to
save money in this tough
economic situation.

Skyrocketing Cost of Driver’s Education
By: Ashley Zimmerman
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Student Driver

A 30 hour school
week, plus sports, extra
curricular activities, and/or a
job is a lot for any teenager. Are
teens putting too much pressure
on themselves, or is it pressure
from outside sources?

“I feel like I’m mature
and independent having to work
two jobs while in school and
taking classes at BCC, even
though some nights it’s tough
staying up to get my homework
done. I still do it to pay for my
car and other accessories,” said
Attleboro High student Ashley
Hull (11).

High school students
tend to take on a lot of activities
at once, knowing their four
years in high school are the
building blocks of their future.
Taking on many things,
however, can cause an
enormous amount of stress.

“Superiors expect you
to be top notch even with an
overwhelming schedule. Even
with a set schedule in high
school, I attend BCC at night
and struggle to keep up with
work and grades. It’s definitely
overlooked by superiors. They
expect you to have a good grade
in each class without knowing
half of what’s going on in your
world,” said AHS Danielle
Kegley (11).

Another explanation
for all of the stress can be
caused by a student’s worst
enemy: themselves. The
pressure a student can put on
his/herself can be the main
cause of pressure.

“I think the pressure
comes from my own mentality.
Although pressure from

teachers and parents add onto
it, it’s definitely not the main
cause,” said AHS Rebecca
Costigan (11).

The additional AP
classes offered next fall can
have both a positive and a
negative effect. Students
receive the opportunity to show
their ability to handle large
amounts of work, while
maintaining good grades.

“There is a great
opportunity for AHS students
this fall – new AP classes. It will
give AHS students some
challenges they normally
haven’t had. I wish them well
and hope they have fun and
enjoy their new high school
experience,” said instructional
Learning Assistant Ms. Jacline
DaSilva.

It’s all about balance!
Balancing out school, school

activities, sports, work, friends,
family, and other important
aspects of life wouldn’t be
possible without balance. Make
time for friends; maybe see a
movie or catch a bite to eat.
Give yourself the best high

school experience possible,
while still being successful.

The stressful times
students face during high school
will pay off in the end. Just
remember to enjoy every
minute of being a teenager and
look forward to the future.

Teenagers: Do They Receive Enough Credit?
By: Katelyn DeLaurier
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If one wanted to spend an exciting birthday at a zoo,
Capron Park Zoo is the place to visit. The animals at the zoo add
to the fun of the party.

The zoo supplies a room, paper products, ice cream,
beverages, goody bags, and clean up after the party. All the
customer has to do is supply guests. For all parties there is a guest
maximum of 25 people.

“The packages at the zoo help bring in a lot of people,”
said zoo instructor Corey Shumaker.

Three packages that come with parties are the snow
leopard, sloth bear, and kangaroo, each of which has its own choice
of selections.

The snow leopard package is for two-hours that includes
the use of the party room, admission into the zoo, choice of ice
cream, choice of drink, treats for the children, and an education
program with three animal ambassadors of the child’s choice. The
cost is $225.

The sloth bear package is a two-and a-half hour party,
which includes the same things as the snow leopard package, except
meals like hotdogs and chips for the guest are included. The cost
is $275.

The kangaroo package is not available from Oct. to April,
but is a three hour package, including the use of the Fun House
Moonwalk and containing the same items as the others. The cost
is $325 and all people with zoo memberships receive a $25
discount.

The zoo staff does not provide supervision during the
party, so adults must watch the guests. Food is not allowed in the
zoo.

May and June dates are filled, but some July dates are
still available. The sooner a date is booked, the better.

For more information about parties, or to check available
dates, contact the Capron Park Zoo’s Education Department at:
774-203-1840.

Birthday Parties
By: Justin Torres
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intense with her school work and is very dedicated and hard-
working. Teresa, on the other hand, is really goofy; she can
always make you laugh. It has been a pleasure to teach both of
them. They will both do awesome next year,” said AP Bio teacher,
Ms. Christine Ravesi.

In the fall, Cox will attend Tufts University. “It has
been a lot of work, but it’s really rewarding. I had a lot of help
from my teachers and everyone has supported me. I am very
excited. It’s nice to see all the hard work has paid off,” she said.

Val & Sal continued from page 1
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Current Miami Heat
player Dwayne Wade, began
wearing a Band-Aid under his
left eye after receiving a cut in
a previous game against the
Charlotte Bobcats. After the
injury healed Wade continued
to wear the Band-Aid, soon
becoming a fashion statement.
Some of his bandages even had
his nickname, “Flash,” on them,
or his last name “Wade.”

 According to NBA
regulations on dress code, this
accessory is banned except
when used for medical reasons.

NBA spokesperson
Tim Frank, in an article in the
South Florida Sun-Sentinel,
said, “A player can wear a
Band-Aid for healthcare
purposes, but it shouldn’t have
any name identifications on it”
(<http://www.hubdub.com/
m 3 4 0 6 0 / W i l l _ D w a y n e
_Wade>).

Personally, this act by
the NBA is unnecessary. I don’t
think they need to ban Band-
Aids. Isn’t it the same as
wearing a headband or a

wristband with a logo? What
about tattoos that NBA players
have on their bodies? A Band-
Aid is the same thing as a tattoo,
except it can be removed. Both
a tattoo and Band-Aid are
personal accessories on a
player’s body. The Band-Aid
cannot cause injury to the
player wearing it or to another
player.

Stephon Marbury has
a tattoo of the number “3” on
the side of his head, but he has
never been fined for it. These
two body accessories are very
much alike, and there should be
no reason for banning Wade’s
personalized Band-Aids.

If Wade had a tattoo
on his face that resembled the
Band-Aid, would he be fined
for it? There would probably be
no controversy over that tattoo.

 Instead, here’s a
simple Band-Aid, serving the
same basic purpose, and it is a
problem. Did the NBA
seriously even think this
through?

Banned
By: Mahlik Johnson

Dwayne
Wade

You do something
mischievous; you expect to get
in trouble, correct? In school,
students suffer a session, an
extended, or even a suspension.
Well, the idea of school
suspension has changed.

Instead of not being
allowed to enter school
grounds, it is now back to the
old school days of in-house
suspension, which has become
the main alternative for AHS
students. Instead of students
having to serve a home
suspension, they are given in-
house suspensions, where they
sit in a room, are quiet, and
given work from their teachers
to do.

The top reasons
students receive an in-house are
for skipping classes and
insubordination. According to
the records, more than half of
the students were in there for
skipping classes. Also,
sophomores are the most
common grade to receive in-
house suspension.

In in-house, students
go through periods of work and
periods of mediation from
guidance or adjustment
counselors. They ask questions
such as “Why are you here,”
and “What can you do,” to try
and solve the problem that
caused the punishment in the
first place.

In-house suspension
started in mid-fall. Since then,
there have been over a hundred
students who have received the
punishment, including myself.

Personally, I think the
school shouldn’t have in-house
suspension. I say this only
because, just like every other
student, when they get
suspended, it’s like free days off
from school. With in-house, the
school is trying to keep us in
school, but not really.

I understand why the
school brought back in-house,
but I think it’s a little bit
ridiculous. Every student has a
file, and it shows why students
have been there, from truancy
to buying drugs while in the
building.

I find the reasons a
little absurd though. Sure, it’s
bad to be out of the building
maybe, but one student in the
files wrote he was in there for
sleeping. Yeah, it is bad he was
sleeping in class, but is in-house
really the answer? I don’t think
so.

In-house is a good
mechanism to use though to
prevent students from messing
up. I do agree with it being
available to deans, but the

reasons why need to be
changed. I honestly don’t
believe a student should miss a
day of class because he or she
was sleeping, that’s a little
overboard.

In-house is good
though for students who skip
classes. This gives students a
chance to catch-up on
homework or class-work they
have missed, and to try and
bring their grades up. I would
rather have an in-house than
extended or sessions, because
then I’m doing work during
school, not past school hours.

“You have a chance to
raise your grade, and it’s not
that bad having to sit in a room
all day. It’s alright actually,”
said Justin Burns (12). I agree
completely with Burns. In my
own personal life, I never make
it to school on time, and when
that happens, I just don’t go. So,
instead of staying after until
five, I can spend one school day
in in-house and complete all of
my work.

Intervention
By: Devin Goyette

Want to go to jail?
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Anime has been crazing the nation for years. For those
who don’t know what anime is, it is Japanese animation. Ever
since I was little I couldn’t wait to watch any anime that came on
the television.

Animes such as Bleach, Naruto or One piece have caught
the attention of not only adults but teenagers as well. Anime is
changing the world we see today.

Old cartoons like Tom and Jerry or The Flintstones are
great, but anime is on a level all its own.

Today’s cartoons such as SpongeBob, Chowder or The
Fairy Oddparents don’t have the vibe and excitement that is
received from watching anime.

Anime has been used in all genres of fiction. It can be
seen anywhere on television, the Internet or even films.

I love the action and thrill acquired from watching any
anime on television. It’s definitely entertainment that has the
viewer going back for more.

Japanese anime is
everywhere on television and
gives its television ratings a
huge boost.

Most American
cartoons are made for children.
Anime, on the other hand, is
meant for teenagers and even
adults.

Every Saturday, young children convince their parents
to let them watch cartoons instead of doing their homework.
Teenagers don’t need to do that because they just flip through the
channels and watch whatever they want. Many teenagers choose
anime on Saturdays.

If you want to watch the best cartoon shows ever, I suggest
watching anime shows like Naruto, which is about an adolescent
ninja who wants to become the leader of his village, or Bleach,
which is about a teenager who gains the powers of a shinigami, is
the personification of death, and battles evil spirits. This
recommendation is only for teenagers and adults though because
of the violent battles. The shows are rated T for teenagers and
PG-13 for parental guidance under the age of 13.

Some cartoons for younger children to watch would be
Pokemon, Digimon or Sailor Moon. They are not only enjoyable,
but also educational.

Various anime movies that children and families can
watch together are Howl’s Moving Castle, Grave of the Fireflies
or Laputa: Castle in the Sky.

Flip through the channels now and catch the action and
fun. Anime is the teenage version of cartoons.

Next Generation of Cartoons
By: Justin Torres

Inuyasha Manga
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Bow tattoos
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The grand old age of
eighteen allows you to vote,
gamble, purchase cigarettes,
buy porn, acquire body
piercings, and get inked. Yeah,
that’s right. I had been waiting
years for the day I would be
allowed the right to obtain
permanent drawings on my
body and holes in my face.

I always wanted
tattoos on my wrists, something
to represent my parents, the
people who would always be
the most stable in my life. Not

only that, but I wanted it to be
attractive, and come with
memories of high school and my
teenage years. There were so
many different ideas of what I
wanted, but nothing ever
seemed right to me.

Searching different
websites like flickr, Google, and
myspace for images wasn’t
helpful. Tattoos of birds,
flowers, and Chinese characters
never appealed to me. I finally
slipped upon the idea of bow
tattoos after glancing at my

favorite bag with a large bow
printed on the front. I knew it
was what I wanted. The bows
represented not only my
feminine side, but also the gift
of life given to me from my
parents. My decision happened
quickly and stuck with me as
each month passed, moving me
closer to my eighteenth
birthday.

After finally turning
eighteen, I set up an
appointment for a few days
later, but as the days crept by,
my excitement became nerves.
It was never regret that I feared,

just the pain that came along
with the tattoo.

As my worry grew
stronger, I got a lot of positive
feedback from friends and
classmates who assured me that
tattoos aren’t as bad as they
sound, and that I would become
used to the pain within the first
several minutes. I knew the pain
would be worth it because I
really, really wanted this.

My day was spent with
a nervous stomach ache and
groans of pain after users on

Get Inked
By: Kayla Castro

Continued on page 7
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Yahoo Answers described the
experience as “excruciating”
and “unbearable” — great.
Walking into the shop was less
nerve racking than expected.
My boyfriend and two of my
good friends were with me; they
were extremely confident and
excited for me. It felt right in
the shop and my nerves were
suddenly gone as I sat on the
orange chair and the first line
was drawn.

That was it? That was
the pain I had been dreading for
the past two days? I spent so
much time worrying about how
much my tattoos would hurt for
nothing. The pain felt like just
that, pain, but it was nothing

unbearable, nothing that made
me want to get up and leave, or
cry. At that point, I was
completely excited and pleased
with how my bows were turning
out, and how quickly time went
by. After about twenty minutes,
I was done.

Besides a small
amount of blood on my left
wrist, they were flawless. I now
have a small permanent bow for
each of my parents on my upper
wrists, and I am so happy that I
went through with it. Getting
inked was $50 well spent and a
fun memory that will forever be
on my wrists.

Get Inked continued from page 6
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With the summer approaching and the school year ending, it’s finally
time to enjoy the warm weather. With the economy in rough shape, many families
do not have the money to go on a tropical vacation, but that doesn’t mean the
summer can’t be fun.

There are many things to do during the summer that are cheap, so grab
some friends and enjoy these places.
Beach:

The beach is always fun. The blinding sun, the sand and that cool water
breeze can make any day fantastic, but beaches can be expensive. Some beaches
cost money – for example, Newport Beach in R.I. costs $20 to park, which is not
too expensive if the cost is split by four friends.

There are cheaper options too. Some beaches, like Carson Beach in
South Boston, are free.

Parking at the beach may not be that expensive, but what’s at the beach
can make a person go broke. Try these tips. Bring your own food (chips, pretzels)
and drinks (soda, water) in a cooler and make sure there is plenty of ice to ensure
the drinks remain refreshingly cold.

Make sure to bring your own chairs and umbrellas. At some beaches
you can rent these items, but renting costs a lot of money. Also, bring Frisbees,
footballs, and volleyballs. Team sports are always a fun way to spend time on the
beach.

Don’t have a new bathing suit? Don’t go out and buy one. Instead, buy
a stylish cover-up. Cover-ups are less expensive than bathing suits and can be
purchased at a variety of stores ranging from Target to Victoria’s Secret PINK.

Make sure to bring an mp3 player and a speaker system for
entertainment, and always pack sunscreen to protect yourself from the sun.
Parks:

Parks are an inexpensive way to have fun with your friends outside.
Have each friend bring a food choice for a picnic, such as salad, sandwiches,
cookies, or fruit. Bring a battery radio for entertainment.

If you love competitive sports, then have a fun field day of games, such
as Frisbee, flag football and water balloon fights.

There are many popular and beautiful parks. Capron Park located in
Attleboro is well-maintained and makes for a great area for a picnic location.
The Capron Park Zoo is also located there and tickets for adult (13+) Attleboro
residents are only $3.75.

C o l t
State Park is
located in
Bristol, R.I.
right on the
Narraganset t
Bay. There are
no entrance
fees. Grills,
picnic areas,
boat docks,
piers (for salt
water fishing),
v o l l e y b a l l
courts, and
jogging trails
are just some of
the many high-lights of the park.
Barbeque:

Grab some hotdogs, hamburgers, and most importantly, friends, and have a
barbeque. Have the barbeque at someone’s house who has a pool. Swimming and
grilling is always a wonderful combination and it is also cheap. For dessert, make
s’mores by a campfire. Buy different kinds of chocolate for the s’mores, such as
peanut butter cups, mint patties, or white chocolate.
Movies:

Watching movies is always a fun time for friends, especially on those dog
days of summer. Tickets to the theatre can be expensive, then add popcorn, soda, and
sweets to the bill and all of a sudden, the wallet is empty.

There are some cheaper options in the summer. On Tuesdays, there are ticket
discounts, about $3 off, at Showcase Cinema in North Attleboro. Also, be sure to
check local papers because there are sometimes free movie screenings at theatres, but
seats fill up fast.
Boston:

Take a train to Boston. Check out thesecheap options:
   - Boston Freedom Trail
  - Faneuil Hall
   - Harvard University Art Museum (free on Saturday mornings)
   - Museum of Fine Arts (Wednesdays after 4 p.m. it’s “pay-as-you-wish.”)
   -Walk around Yawkey Way and if you have some money, tour Fenway

                   Park for $12
Summer doesn’t have to be expensive. Everyone is anxious to enjoy the

warm weather, but with today’s economy, it is much harder to find cheap alternatives
for summer activities. If your money’s running low, try some of these helpful tips that
will make your summer a fantastic one.

Summer Fun on a Budget
By: Tiffany Berard

Beach trips don’t have to be expensive

After a breakup with
my boyfriend of almost three
years, I’d realized that I’d
forgotten all the rules of dating.
I could barely remember how
to flirt, find guys, or how to act
on a date.

I guess the title of
“single” is appealing to the male
species because after just
several days, I had already been
asked out by a very attractive
and interesting guy I had just
met – weird.

Boys were never
really interested in me; I was
always more of the best friend
who they called “dude” and
“man.” At the time, I liked it,
but it now felt good to
experience a different type of
attention.

I took this guy up on
his offer of a free dinner and
good conversation and
proceeded to think of all things
I should and should not do on
this “date.” I talked to my
friends about it and they were
just as clueless about dating 101
as I was – great.

I spent the day
dreading what I would wear,
what I’d get to eat, and what I
could talk about to make myself
look the least bit interesting.

The night turned out
better than I expected; the boy
was charming, and more
importantly, there were seven
things I took from it, that I think
every clueless girl going on a
date with someone new in their
life should know.

Wear something that is you
and ordinary

Deciding what to wear
on any day can be really
stressful, imagine deciding
what to wear when you are
going out with a good looking
guy who you have just met –
talk about migranes.

Try wearing a really
casual outfit like Jeans and a
basic top. Add a pair of flats and
a necklace to add a feminine
touch to the basic outfit. If you
are asked out again after
wearing something ordinary,
you will have the opportunity to
dress up on the second date.
Let him hold the door for you

If he makes it a point
to walk ahead of you and open
the door for you, take notice and
let him. Being a very laid back
kind of girl I tend to just swing
open a door for myself causing
my date to exclaim, “Way to let
me hold the door for you.” How
embarrassing.

Make sure to say
thanks and open the next door
for him to pay back the favor
and make the night more laid
back and comfortable.
Don’t text

No guy wants to watch
their date type away on their
phone all night. Try to keep
your phone tucked away as
much as possible. This small
gesture will show your date that
you are interested in him and
not texting your friends or other
guys to avoid conversation.
Order easy to eat food

Deciding what to
order at a restaurant is always a
challenge. Eating in front of

someone you just met can be a
really awkward time. Finding
the perfect “date meal” is key
to not making yourself look like
a mess.

Don’t get a chicken
Caesar salad; guys don’t want
to watch their date pick at
lettuce all night, and the last
thing you want is some green
stuck in your teeth. Boys wants
to see a girl eat a good meal;
ordering a salad isn’t going to
fool any date into thinking you
care about your weight and
health.

Order something easy
to eat like a pasta and chicken
dish or something that is easily
eaten with a fork and knife. Stay
away from using your hands
and eating awkward foods that
will drip from your mouth and
make you look silly.
Ask him about himself

Don’t be fooled, no
one wants to sit and hear a girl
blab away about her life, friends
and ex-boyfriends. Talk about

your school, job and hobbies;
make sure to ask him about
himself and not only listen to
what he has to say, but ask
questions, and show interest.
Offer to pay once

At the end of the meal,
offer to pay for yourself. If your
date insists that you don’t need
to do so, gladly accept his offer
and give him a thank you in
return. Do not just expect a free
dinner; that can come off as
rude, and bickering until he lets
you pay can make you look not
only stubborn, but extremely
irritating.
Keep smiling

Always keeping a
smile on your face can really
light up the mood in any
situation. On a date especially,
a smile and a few laughs can
really make both people feel
comfortable and allows you
both to enjoy each other’s
company.

Tips for Girls Who don’t Usually Date
By: Kayla Castro
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When “Teardrops on
My Guitar” hit radio stations,
Taylor Swift became well-
known by many. Shortly after,
she became a very popular
country/pop singer.

Taylor Swift’s second
studio-album, Fearless was
released on Nov. 11, 2008. Her
album includes 13 brilliant
tracks, totaling 54:31 minutes.

It debuted at number
one on the U.S Billboard 200,
U.S Billboard Top Country
Albums, Canadian Albums
Chart, and Canadian Top
Country Albums. It has also
been certified three-times
platinum by the Recording
Industry Association of
America. Fearless has also
been considered one of the
fastest selling country albums of
all time.

Although many may
be turned away from Swift’s
album because it is country,
think again. Even though Swift
is classified as a country/pop
artist, her music is distributed
evenly between country and
pop which leaves for some
amazing music.

It’s easy to connect to
Taylor Swift’s album because
her lyrics are relatable and
inspirational. This might be
because she writes or co-writes
all of her songs.

Fearless
By: Ashley Zimmerman

Each song from the
Fearless album is different
from the next. One thing that all
of the songs have in common
are great vocals. Swift’s songs
are enjoyable to listen to as well
as fun to sing along to.

Three of the songs off
of Swift’s new album,
“Change,” “White Horse,” and
“Love Story” have been made
into music videos.

“Change” was the first
song to hit the chart and was
also featured on the AT&T
Team USA Soundtrack. The
video for this song relates to the
2008 Olympics and shows clips
from the games as well as clips
from one of her performances
of this song.

The music video for
“White Horse” features Laguna
Beach and One Tree Hill star,
Stephen Colletti, who plays the
boyfriend caught cheating on
Swift, who uses a metaphor of
a fairy tale image to describe the
feeling of being rejected by a
significant other.

“Love Story” relates
to a type of love that is not
accepted. Swift relates this song
to the famous Shakespearean
play, Romeo and Juliet. The
video portrays many allusions
to Romeo and Juliet; however,
the video is set in the Regency
Era, a period in the United

Kingdom between 1811 and
1820. It is often referred to as
the time between the Georgian
and Victorian eras. Throughout
the music video, it shows two
young lovers trying to be with
each other despite the
disapproval of others.

Included in the album
is a complete booklet of song
lyrics. Hidden beneath each set
of lyrics is a coded message that
relates back to the song. This
message can be decoded by
skimming the lyrics and picking
out all of the capital letters.
When the letters are put
together they create a phrase
that reveals the true message of
the song.

Taylor Swift is a
young and beautiful vocalist.
Her songs are inspiring to many
teens throughout the world. Her
newest CD, Fearless is a great
listen and a great buy. Fearless
can be purchased for under $15
at any department or record
store.
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The two-time Oscar
Award winner Denzel
Washington, starred in the
fascinating film, He Got Game,
released in 1998. It received
great reviews from movie
critics.

 He Got Game is an
uplifting film about a man, Jake
Shuttlesworth, played by
Denzel Washington, who is sent
to prison for the murder of his
wife. Jake leaves his two
children behind, Jesus
Shuttlesworth played by Ray
Allen and Mary Shuttlesworth
played by Zelda Harris. Jesus,
who is the eldest, has to provide
for his younger sister Mary
because they live with their
irresponsible uncle.

Jesus is the top high
school basketball prospect in all
of America and is troubled by
the decision of college. The
governor of New York, a big
college basketball fan, wants
Jesus to play for his favorite
team, Big State. He arranges for
Jake to be released from prison
for a week to try and convince
his son to go to Big State. If
Jake’s successful, he will be
released from prison. The only
problem is Jesus hates his
father.

Jesus encounters a lot
of obstacles. Most of these
problems involve people who
want him to go to certain
colleges, or even enter the NBA
Draft. When Jake finally
reaches Jesus, Jesus blows him
off, but Jake is persistent and

will not take no for an answer.
Jake challenges Jesus to a one-
on-one game.

Jake puts his freedom
on the line, because if he loses,
he leaves Jesus alone, but if he
wins Jesus goes to Big State.

 The father and son
battle it out going back and
forth basket for basket. This
scene is a real nail biter.  Who
will win – the convicted felon
or the number one high school
basketball prospect?

This sports enthusiast
film is very enjoyable and
exciting, especially for those
who love basketball. He Got
Game, produced by Spike Lee,
can be found in local video
stores, and is rated R for
pervasive language, strong
sexuality, some drug content,
and violence. The movie
running time is two hours and
sixteen minutes.

He Got Game
By: Mahlik Johnson

He Got Game
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Yes Man is a terrific
comedy about a man, Carl Allen
(Jim Carrey), whose life is
being ruined due to his lack of
taking chances. However, a
crazy friend convinces him to
go to a “Yes” seminar to turn
his life around.

Terrence Bundley, the
man in charge of the seminar,
convinces Allen to make a
covenant with himself to say
“yes” to any and all
opportunities. Allen decides to
try out this new method and his
life begins to turn around.

Allison (Zooey
Deschanel) is a stunning co-star
who transforms this simple
comedy into a romantic
comedy. She plays a
lighthearted girl who brings a
love interest and reason to the
story with her questionable
music. Her confusing
characteristics are endearing
and her sarcasm is cute.

The story line is
ingenious and the idea of saying
“yes” to everything in life is
beyond comprehension. The
audience watches Allen’s
friends take advantage of him
and see him perform extreme
acts of heroism, such as saving
peoples lives and applying the
language he took to make a
woman happy.

The best scene can be
described as hilarious and
strange when Allen uses his
newly learned guitar skills to
save a man’s life.

Peyton Reed knew
exactly what he was doing as
director of this movie, and
should receive two thumbs up.
The PG-13 film is 104 minutes
and it is a movie that can be
watched with the whole family.
It is available at any video or
entertainment store for
anywhere from $9.99 to $24.99.

Yes Man!
By: Meg Harvey

Scene from Yes
Man
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One Piece is an anime
and manga, which has become
popular all around the world
due to creator Eiichirô Oda who
is super creative and has a fun
filled imagination.

Anime is Japanese
animation and Manga is a
version of comic books that are
read from left to
right.

This anime is about a
boy who is inspired by his
childhood hero, “Red-Haired”
Shanks, to find the legendary
One Piece and become king of
the pirates. Monkey D. Luffy
sets out to obtain his life goal
by traveling through the Grand
Line, a deadly and dangerous
ocean.

Luffy, the protagonist,
sets out to obtain a crew and
fulfill his dream. The crew
consists of Roronoa Zoro the
swordsman, Nami the
navigator, Usopp the sniper,
Sanji the cook, Tony Tony
Chopper the doctor, Nico Robin
the archaeologist, Franky the
shipwright, and Brook the
musician. Each of the members
have their own dreams and a
different reason why they
joined the voyage.

During the course of
the story the Straw Hat Pirates,

the name given to
Luffy’s crew
because of his hat.
They battle pirates,
the navy and the
world government.

T h e
setting of the
fictional world of
One Piece covers
two vast oceans,
the Red Line and
the Grand Line,
which are divided
into four seas:
North Blue, East
Blue, West Blue,
and South Blue.

The show
takes a true and interesting twist
when the Cursed Fruits (or
Devil Fruits in various Japanese
versions) are introduced. The
cursed fruit are a type of fruit
that when eaten gives the user
a power unlike any other.

There are three
categories of the cursed fruit:
Zoan, Logia, and Paramecia
fruits. Zoan fruits allow the user
to fully or partially transform
into a specific animal. Logia
fruits give control over and
allow the user to change their
body structure into the powers
of nature for example fire, water
and lightning. Paramecia fruits

give the user superhuman
abilities, for example the
person’s body might become
like rubber or iron. The curse
fruits come with a cost though
— the user can not swim.

One Piece is a really
cool show. The action and
fighting scenes are breath
taking and keep viewers
wanting more.

For fans of action
shows, One Piece is a must see.
It is well animated and will not
fail to please. The show can be
watched online or on the Fuji
Television Network.

One Piece
<comicsworthreading.com>

One Piece manga

By: Justin Torres
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On April 15, 2009
AHS played host to the annual
SEMASC (South Eastern
Massachusetts Association of
Students) Spring Conference, a
regional conference set up so
student council members in
Mass. can choose the next
year’s executive board, take
part in workshops that promote
and inspire leadership, and hear
a special speaker.

This year’s theme was
“Discovering the Treasure
Chests of Leadership,” where
AHS student council members
dressed as pirates to play host.

Schools from
surrounding towns showed up
including: Taunton, Quincy,
Stoughton, and West
Bridgewater.

 “I think its going to be
a lot of fun, I love SEMASC
conferences,” said Bishop
Stang student Phoebe LaPlante
(11) before the ceremonies.

The day began with
registration and breakfast from
7:45- 8:30 a.m. Afterwards, all
700 students and their
chaperones were escorted to the
Brey Auditorium to hear the
welcoming speeches from
Principal Jeff Newman and
Superintendent Pia Durkin.

“We’re here to have
fun, but let’s remember that
there are problems in the world
and they’re going to be your
problem soon. You are our next
leaders; we need you to be those
leaders,” said Newman.

Durkin said, “To be a
true leader is to do so when not
only no one is watching, but
also when everyone is
watching.”

President of SEMASC
Kate Shea presented the
awards. Those presented were
for Community Service,
Seniors, Unsung Heroes,
Council of Excellence and
Appreciation. AHS received
one for both the Senior and
Appreciation awards. In
addition, the SEMASC
Director, Linda Francis
presented two very personal
awards. Both were memorial
awards, one in memory of a past
AHS student who passed away
of a brain tumor at age 20. It
was given to AHS with a free
scholarship for one student to a
leadership camp.

Following the award
ceremony, all candidates for the
2009-2010 year made their
speeches. First Middleboro and
Rockland spoke to plead that
their school would hold the best
conference, if voted to be the
next hosting school. Then seven
students made speeches to
become delegates for
SEMASC. Those who were
running for Publicity
Coordinator were next. There
were three students
campaigning for it, one was
AHS’ own Steph Chaplin (11).
For the secretary position two
more students spoke and finally
three ran for vice president.

Each student who
made a speech showed courage
while speaking in front of
almost 700 people and showed
promise with each their own
catch phrase. Sam Joyce, who
ran for a delegate spot, summed
up what SEMASC and its
members represent when he
said, “We can accomplish
something big, something
important, something great.”

“The students come to
the conference to have fun, the
speeches are the hardest part
because they have to sit and
listen. But the workshops make
up for the down time,” said
AHS Student Council Advisor
and the coordinator of this event
Ms. Colleen Nestlen.

AHS SEMASC
members then led workshops
throughout the AHS building.
In the mini-auditorium, the
“Superhero” workshop had
students resolve a situation with
their prescribed super-human
ability. In Cafeteria B1
members of SEMASC had to
form groups of a specific
number in an allotted time
period, etc.

“It was a unique
opportunity to connect with
other students across the state
— Attleboro was a wonderful
school to host the conference,”
said Ralph C. Mahr Regional
High School student Ben Simon
(11).

At about 10:45 a.m.
Attleboro Mayor Kevin Dumas

took the stage in the Bray
Auditorium as the keynote
speaker. After his six years of
office Dumas had this to say to
these gifted youth, “You may
not get everything you want, but
there’s always room for
compromise and that’s what
leadership is about. You have to
know how to resolve issues.”

Each student took part
in a second workshop and had
lunch between 11:15 a.m. and
12:20 p.m. before heading back
to the auditorium for the final
ceremony.

“Bittersweet, it was
my last conference, but I had a
good time,” said Adriana
Boulin (12) of Stoughton High
School.

After watching a brief
goodbye video, SEMASC
concluded its 2009 Spring
Conference.

“I really enjoyed
participating in SEMASC this

year. It was so much fun being
able to do my workshops for the
other students who came. It was
such an amazing time,” said
Carmen Vignoni (12).

The AHS E-Board
worked very hard for the
conference to go well, and they
believe it paid off. “We knew it
was going to be a ton of work
and lots of stress; but our
council working together was
able to pull it off as a huge
success and showcase our great
school and student council
really well,” said Student
Council Vice President
Veronica Alfani (11).

Secretary Tom Cao
(11) said, “On the day of the
conference, our excitement
took over, and it felt like
everything we worked for paid
off. We received various thank
you notes from other schools,
so we think we did a great job.”

SEMASC at AHS
By: Felicia Connolly

Director of SEMASC Presents an Award
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In this day and age, art
seems almost irrelevant to every
day life. Students no longer
treasure artwork as they once
did. The good news, there are
young artists today who reflect
today’s youth. Perhaps it will be
them who make art popular
once more.

One such artist is
Emily Winfield Martin, a 26
year-old artist who resides in
Atlanta, Ga. Her pieces are
reminiscent of the children’s
book Where the Wild Things

Are by Maurice Sendak, a story
that captured the hearts of
millions of children and
continues to do so today.

“I think it’s the
storytelling with a set of
fragmented images that I’m so
attracted to,” she said on her
website.

Prints, paper goods,
sketches, pins, dolls, bags and
originals are all available on
<www.etsy.com.>.  Prints are
copies of originals; they sell
from $12-18 for singles or $18-

42 for sets. Sketches and paper
goods go for about $12-15 and
dolls and bags are about $20-
50. Originals, though they are
rarely sold on the Internet, sell
for anywhere from $75-200.

Each of these products
can be great gifts for birthdays
or other holidays. Not only are
they lovable and unique, they
can draw the youth’s attention
to not only modern art, but
perhaps spark an interest in
some historical artists as well.

“Those who enjoy my
work have a love of the
whimsical and of fairy tales.
They have an understanding of
the sweetness and sadness that

An Apple A Day
By: Felicia Connolly

are present in every day. There
is a story that exists for them to
fill in for themselves, my
images are just the beginning or
the middle or the end,” Martin
said in an article in Alternative
Press magazine.

Her work can be
purchased on <www.theblack
apple.etsy.com>. Fans can also
read her blog at <www.the
blackapple.typepad.com>.

Like Emily Martin,
there are artists with particular
interests at AHS. “Some
students select a popular image
or symbol, others like to draw
and create their own designs,”
said Jewelry teacher Ms.
Melissa Poyet.

Pieces, from not only
jewelry, but also from the other
art classes are displayed
throughout AHS. “Displaying it
in the school is a great way to
spark interest in the arts. It also
gives students a forum to share
their finished projects,” said
Poyet.

Don’t take such
beautiful artwork for granted;
not all schools have so many
talented students. Let AHS
artists know if their work is
good, ask questions. Appreciate
the diverse culture.

“D“D“D“D“Displaying it in the school is a grisplaying it in the school is a grisplaying it in the school is a grisplaying it in the school is a grisplaying it in the school is a greateateateateat
way to sparway to sparway to sparway to sparway to spark interk interk interk interk interest in the arest in the arest in the arest in the arest in the arts.”ts.”ts.”ts.”ts.”
                               - Ms. M                               - Ms. M                               - Ms. M                               - Ms. M                               - Ms. Melissa Pelissa Pelissa Pelissa Pelissa Poooooyyyyyetetetetet
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On Friday, April 17,
Mrs. Glady Rotenberg
celebrated her 83rd birthday
at AHS. Her party was held
in the copy room and
overflowed with food and
friends, especially since
she’s been in the Attleboro
Public School System for
almost 50 years.

“She brings a joy
and spirit to AHS that
remains unmatched. She is
one of the warmest people
in the building,” said
Librarian Ms. Laura
Bednarz.

“The party was a
lot of fun, but more
importantly, no one
deserves to be more
honored than Ms.
Rotenberg,” said Ms.
Donna Shirman.

Rotenberg does
not have the average
birthday either. For
someone who is known by
all the students at AHS as
“The Magic Lady,” that
would be too ordinary. Growing
up she always thought her
birthday was on April 25, but
when she was 18 she discovered
that on her birth certificate she
was born just after midnight on
April 26.

“So now I celebrate
two birthdays because I
celebrated it on the 25th for so

long that I couldn’t just switch
it,” explained Rotenberg.

The faculty celebrated
her birthday the entire day and
teachers went in and out
between periods.

“Ms. Tonner
organized a food donation to a
food pantry in her name as a

gift,” said Ms. Karen Spina.
“It was originally my idea to
celebrate her birthday but
everyone contributed to it.”

To students and
alumni Mrs. Rotenberg is a
legacy to those at AHS.
Almost everyone’s had her

and has experienced her
dedication to teaching.

“I love to make
connections while I’m in
school. When I read an article
or see a film that might be
appropriate for a class where I
have subbed, I give it to the
teacher. One day, I was covering

for Mr. Tarsi’s physics class
where I showed a film on

inertia. I thought this
would be perfect for Ms.
Montagono’s art class.

“I brought it to her and
it turned out it was very
appropriate for what her
students were doing,”
said Rotenberg.

“Every time I have a
teacher absent, I hope and
pray to have Mrs.
Rotenberg fill their place
because she always tells
wonderful stories that are
pertinent to what we are
learning. Mrs. Rotenberg,
thank you for the good
work you do for all of the
students at AHS!,” said
Joe Lazzerini (11).

“I love her dearly.
She’s a sweetheart. She
brings a caring for
humanity. She just has
this thing about her;
everyone’s mom,
everyone’s grandmother,”
said multimedia teacher

Mr. Allen Makepeace.
“Glady makes my day.

I love hearing her laugh. She is
the most dedicated individual I
have ever met, and a joy to be
around. I am so proud to call her
my friend,” said English teacher
Ms. Adeline Bee.

83 Years of Wisdom!
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Mrs. Glady Rotenberg

The University of
North Carolina and Michigan
State battled it out on April 6 as
they fought for the men’s
national basketball
championship. UNC led
throughout the game leading at
halftime by twenty-one points,
eventually outscoring Michigan
State by an 89 – 72 win.

“I knew North
Carolina was going to blow
Michigan away,” said Tim
Flynn (10).

Senior forward Tyler
Hansbrough finished with a
total of 18 points, junior guard
Wayne Ellington finished off
with 19 points and junior guard
Ty Lawson finished with 21
points, leading for both teams.
“LAWSON…enough said,”
said Bestlee Vasquez (10).

The UNC Tar Heels
had been favored to win, but
finished their regular season
with a 30-4 record. Michigan

State finished theirs with a 28-
6 record.

“The Tar Heels always
win!” said Alex Collins (11).
The UNC Tar Heels are a
historic franchise, having won
the national championship four
times prior to this year’s win.
Michigan State has only won
two national championships.

“It wasn’t even a
challenge for the Tar Heels,”
said Tom Whompler (10).

North Carolina’s
tenacity blew Michigan State
out of the championship early
in the game.

 This championship
didn’t go well with some
viewers. Some in fact found it
very disappointing. These
games are usually exciting, but
according to some fans the
2009 championship was a waste
of time. “I had to turn off the
game, because it was just
ridiculous,” said Ryan Cronin
(12).

An Expected Win
By: Mahlik Johnson

Standard Basketball
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Grammy-nominated
artist MIMS, recently visited
North Attleboro’s Emerald
Square Mall to perform and
sign autographs for fans. MIMS
is back with his sophomore
release “Guilt,” which hit stores
on April 7, 2009.

His latest single,
“Move (If You Wanna)” has
already created a buzz after
taking over radio broadcasts
and television stations around
the world.

Behind his Louis
Vuitton illusion frames, MIMS
hit the stage with a true
connection to all his fans. The
room was packed as fans stood
in line for hours to experience
a Mims’ performance and gain
an autographed copy of “Guilt.”

He performed hit
singles “Like This,” “Move (If
You Wanna),” “This Is Why I’m
Hot,” “On & On,” and “Makin
Money.”

 New York Rapper
MIMS and his entourage hadn’t
slept in 48 hours, due to intense
traveling but were still energized
as the fans roared and cheered
throughout the performance.
That same night they headed to
Club Centro in Lawrence for his
album release party.

Almost every track on
the album provides a unique
sound, giving his fans a taste of
his skills in different genres of
music. The second single off the
album is “Love Rollercoaster,”
featuring LeToya Luckett.

Mims’ hard work and
hustle will prevail on “Guilt,” as
his album speaks volumes about
his passion and dedication for
creating inspired music from his
soul, bringing the listener inside
his world.

Q&A
What is the reason behind
naming your album “Guilt?”

“The actual title kind
of comes based on the motion.
Sometimes when you go into
the studio, the first thing people
ask you is what your emotion
is going into the studio this
time around. Naturally for me,
I came in the game, let’s just
say 2006, that’s like ‘pre-
recession’. I think that a lot of
fans, friends, and even family
members were going through
a lot of hard times after the pre-
recession moment. But I was
going through the opposite
effect. I was out there buying a
home while people were losing
theirs. I was out there buying
my fourth or fifth car while
others were getting theirs
repoed. I got a conscience; I’ve
always been a person with a
conscience, so at the end of the
day I always look at things like,
Man I want everybody to
succeed. So ‘Guilt’ for me, is
an indirect way of saying I
want the whole world to
succeed. I don’t want to be the
only one who feels like I’m
prospering during a time when
the people who got me here are
suffering. So that’s really where
the ‘Guilt’ title comes from.”

On the radio, you mentioned
that you funded your first
album by yourself.

“Well, when you say
by yourself, I wouldn’t say by
myself, but independently is the
word to use. There was no
major label marketing or
promotion involved in my first
project. It was really three guys
who came together with a great
business plan, who shaped up
a whole team of people to go

Continued on page 12

Q&A with Mims
By: Christopher Gabrius

By: Amber Thomas
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out there to act and
operate like we were a label
and that played off for me. That
is what ultimately took a record
like ‘This Is Why I’m Hot’ to an
extraordinary hype and at a
point, had every label in the
business looking at me from a
music standpoint.”

In today’s age, would you
rather follow the independent
route or get support from a
major label?

“That’s a great
question. At some point in time
you have to realize the pros and
cons of both. I believe that
independent is a great way to
go but at some point and time,
you always want a machine
behind you. I think now a day,
the machine is changing a lot
to where the machine might
look like a major label to many
people. Sometimes it doesn’t
have to be a major label;
sometimes it could just be a
great advertisement firm or a
great marketing scheme. When
I first entered the business, from
a professional level, after “This
Is Why I’m Hot,” I actually
linked a deal with Microsoft.
They basically did a seven
million dollar campaign for one
of my records introducing the
Zune product.(When you take
look a what that was able to do
for me from a marketing
standpoint, you can kind of say
to yourself with Technology and
where people are downloading
music, when they have access
to seeing this stuff on television
or on the internet through the
marketing campaigns like
Microsoft, at that point you
might not need a label because
you can create enough buzz
around your record that it will
automatically gain its own
legs.). Now that I’m an artist as
well, I also have a different
business angle perspective. It
makes it easier for me to work
with artists like OB because I
understand the model and I
understand who and where
these opportunities are going to
come from now a day. I think
that’s something that many

people out there who are
pursuing a career in the music
business should actually really
understand-the detail that this
game is not built merely on
pumping money into an artist
anymore. A lot of it virtually, a
lot of it is done through
technology and there is a lot of
different ways to maneuver this
business in.”

Do you feel that technology is
destroying Hip-Hop or a
benefit to it?

“It depends on the
angle you look at it from. To me,
technology has improved the
playing field; it’s evened the
playing field for artists coming
and being successful. I would
be stupid if I didn’t include
myself in it. I am the epitome of
technology. I am the person that
used MySpace. I am the person
that used iTunes and got the
digital downloads. I am the
person that sold the ringtones
so I am the epitome of
independence in the technology
world and utilizing that to grow
a career. But I also realize that
now I’m on the major label
side, that labels are actually
finding it difficult to figure out
where the stream of revenue is
coming from now. It’s kind of
sad because this is a big
machine. This is people’s jobs,
it’s nine to five workers that go
in every day to work and figure
out how to make artists
successful and companies
aren’t making enough money to
keep these people on deck;, so
as the companies lose more
money, they lose more
employees, and when they lose
more employees, they lose more
work, because now there is not
enough people working for a
situation. It’s a chain-reaction
and I don’t think it’s leading in
a positive direction at all.”

What can we expect from
Mims in the future?

“If I knew about the
future, then I would probably
go and get the winning lottery
numbers. It’s a hard question to
answer and I know certain

questions may seem simple but
whenever someone asks me
what my plans are for the
future, I say it’s to be healthy
and happy. That’s it. You know
I can’t ask for anything more
than that. Tomorrow is not
promised today. I’ve always
learned not to boss about the
future because I live for the
present; I can’t predict what’s
going to happen five seconds
from now or even what I’m
going to say until it actually
happens and at that point it
becomes the past and that’s
irrelevant because you can’t

change it.”
Mims records under

Capitol Records and is
continuing to produce
groundbreaking music for the
world to hear. Despite the lack
of record sales, many fans have
stated that “Guilt” is a major
improvement from the
freshman album and that you
should check out this well
composed album regardless of
the hype around it. Thanks to
the people at Hot 106, Emerald
Square, Mims and his entourage
for making me feel welcomed
during my visit.

Continued from page 10Mims Q&A

AHS Senoirs Excited for the final 20 days

Senior College Stars

interesting, but with
the math curriculum, if I came
off as a goof, students would
fall back.”

The amount of work
held in each class can be
overwhelming; however, it
should not be a problem
considering the SAT Prep class
requires almost no homework.
Everything is completed during
class and passed in. Many
students assume that SAT Prep
class will be an undemanding
easy class and nothing to worry
about; however, Brooks and
Clarke have advice for
upcoming students.

“Future SAT Prep
students should be prepared to
work hard and make an honest
effort to improve their English
language skills with the SAT
test and college admission in
mind,” said Clarke.

“Be serious. Kids
need to know what they are
getting themselves into; we are
here to prepare them for SAT
Prep. It is very serious,” said
Brooks.

Students who are
taking the SAT Prep course
should also take the SAT exam.
The class is for college-bound
students looking for a better
future. Even if one does not take
the class, students should still
be choosing to take the SAT
exam.

“I believe all students
should take the SAT because

many students will learn
something about themselves as
students during and after taking
the test,” said Clarke.

It is very important for
students to understand the SAT
is a serious matter and
competitive colleges are
looking for the best. There is
nothing to lose when taking the
course.

In fact, “Using 2008
as a sample, I found that
students, generally speaking,
improve adequately on each of
the two English based sections,”
said Clarke.

What more can a
student looking for a bright
future ask? This course flies by
and switching every three
weeks in between English and
Math gives students a break.

Students worry each
year about taking the SAT exam
with many wondering why it
even exists. “I believe the SAT
exam should exist for the
primary reason of ensuring that
students from different schools
across America are achieving
on the same level despite
attending different schools, with
different teachers, and different
curriculum standards,” said
Clarke.

Clarke can be found in
room 118B and Brooks can be
found in room 106A. They are
available to talk with
prospective students and
answer any questions.

SAT Prep Continued from page 2
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